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Commentary on popular parent advice.   Nils Bergman, April 2017.  

On the link below a father proudly shows how to “calm a crying baby”. The following commentary is based 

on developmental neuroscience, and will conclude that this baby is not calmed. The photos are screen-snips 

that show the time in the bottom right hand corner.  

https://www.facebook.com/DanielEisenman/videos/1531220930221747/  

Analysis - Father starts to make a loud monotone note,  “ohmmmmm” 

 
The immediate response to noise = startle, Moro reflex  = fright. 

 

The sound triggers an elementary warning cue from the emotional brain, the amygdala,  which is a primitive 

survival mechanism for nearby danger. This triggers a sequence – vigilance, alarm, fear, terror.  

 
4 seconds later – extensor arm, fingers splay = vigilance, seeking. 

During vigilance, crying intensifies, as a plea for urgent rescue.  

https://www.facebook.com/DanielEisenman/videos/1531220930221747/
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5 seconds later, grasping, clutching, no eye contact, eyes closing – state of alarm 

This we can also interpret from the work of Bruce Perry and team:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.childtraumaacademy.com/amazing_brain/lesson05/printing.html   

The loud sound continues,  

 
2 seconds later: There is tachypneoa, rapid breathing (sympathetic nervous system activation in brainstem)  

     = appraisal affirms continuous threat    state of fear 

 The crying stops, in the presence of predator threat, crying would increase danger.  

 

http://www.childtraumaacademy.com/amazing_brain/lesson05/printing.html
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9 seconds - Continuous fast breathing but otherwise still = shifts into freeze state 

(This stage corresponds to the blue box below) 

 

https://www.slideshare.net/MCChangaris/somatic-approaches-to-treating-trauma-threat-arousal-cycle  

 

 
7 seconds later - Still breathing hard, still tense and clutched, eyes closed = sustained freeze 

https://www.slideshare.net/MCChangaris/somatic-approaches-to-treating-trauma-threat-arousal-cycle
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In this particular case, this child’s state of freeze appears to be just short of Freeze stage 2, which comes with 

collapse, equivalent with dissociation. Many babies go into a floppy stage of dissociation after this, and 

parents believe they have fallen peacefully asleep. Actually they have passed into stage of collapse,  of 

“terror”.  

 

 

This child may have started habituating to the experience , if this is not the first time. It is able to “mobilize a 

defensive strategy” and rebound (Changaris)  fairly promptly. Possibly the following yawn sign is part of this: 

 

 
3 seconds later” yawn sign” (actually more like a slow gasp), this does not mean sleepy, but is a sign of 

anxiety and stress even in adults = distress signal. It may reflect autonomic auto-equilibration, or 

temperature control of overheated brain. The warning signal has ended, no longer in freeze. 
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Searching for eye contact – back to alarm, and anxiety.  

Father is very pleased that baby has stopped crying.  

Conclusion: this baby stops crying because it is in a state of “fear” (Bruce Perry 1995) 

 This method should not be recommended.  

The father’s reassurance that “I love you” is unlikely to reach further than the baby’s ears, perhaps the 

cortical brain. It is extremely unlikely to reach the baby’s emotional brain. Father undoubtedly does love the 

child, but the baby is getting mixed messages. Erratic care has been identified as a potential cause of an 

ambivalent insecure attachment.      http://www.positive-parenting-ally.com/attachment-styles.html   

 

 

Note – “inconsistent … responsiveness to needs and signals” … the child learns that it cannot rely on parent 

to provide for its needs.  Back to the beginning : 

Why was the baby crying in the first place? Was its need met? 

Dr Nils Bergman 

May 2017.  

http://www.positive-parenting-ally.com/attachment-styles.html

